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INFORMATION CONCERNING ceiruswe. 62-109060 
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Examination requested by: Dallas a 

Refergnce: . Airtel 2/20/69 

Examinigtion:- requested: Firearms : . / 

Remarks: 

This report confirms the teletype report furnished 
your office on February 25, 1969. 
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Specimens received 2/24/69 . 

Q629-C329 Bullet found at Commerce Street and Stemmons Freeway, 

Dallas, Texas . 

Results of examination; 

Specimen Q629-C329 is a .45 caliber steel-jacketed 

soft point bullet which has been fired from a barrel having 

. 61x lands and grooves, left twist. The rifling impressions 

inthis bullet are the same as those produced by Colt, , oat 

Norwegian and Star automatic pistols and Colt revolvers. 

There are not sufficient microscopic marks remaining on this 

bullet for identification purposes. It was not possible to 

determine the length of time that this bullet has been exposed 

ater to the weather. . - 

  

3 It is to be noted that this bullet is different from 

any” ammunition examined in the assassination case and could | 

not have been fired from the assassination rifle. : 
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